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Introduction
In this project, you will develop a Cloud Deployment Engine (CDE), used to deploy applications to a cloud
provider. The provider can be asked to provision a VM (called an agent below) of a given kind, or to terminate a
VM. The engine reads a declarative specification of the services to be deployed, that includes relations among
the agents. The description is expressed in a Yaml file like this:
services:
moodle:
units: 1
database:
units: 1
agents:
moodle:
class: Moodle

events:
init:
handler: install
connect:
after: [init, db_available]
handler: connect
start:
after: [connect]
handler: start
requires: [db]
database:
class: Mysql
events:
init:
handler: install
start:
after: [init]
handler: start
provides: [db]
relations:
- [moodle: db_available, database: init]

The application consists of two services (moodle and database), each one in a single instance (units). The
two services are described in the agents section. It specifies the class that implements the service and the events
that may occurr during the lifetime of the service.
Events are triggered when all the precondition events in the after clause have been handled, and cause the
action named in the handler parameter. Actions are performed asynchronously and the agent communicates back
to the CDE when it is completed. For example, the connect event, specifies the handler connect, which must
be triggered when both the init and db_available events have been handled. The db_available event is
triggered explicitly by the CDE to establish the relation between two agents, listed in the relations section.
[moodle: db_available, database: init] specifies that the db_available condition can be met
for the moodle agent after the init event has been handled by the database.
The CDE keeps information about the state of services. When given a description of the services to deploy,
the CDE compares the required state with the current one, and determines the actions to perform to achieve that
state. For example, initially there will be no services running, so it will determine that it needs to create one
instance each of the agents moodle and database. It then determines which events can be triggered and
invokes their handlers.
The cloud provider receives requests for instantiating an agent of a given kind and creates instances that
communicate back to the CDE, notifying when an event has been handled. Each agent should run in its own
thread.

Exercise 1
Design a set of classes to represent the syntactic constructs of CDE Yaml definitions (e.g. Services, Relations,
Agents, etc.).

Exercise 2
Implement a recursive descent parser for CDE without using external libraries or parser generators. Split the
parser into a lexical analyzer and a syntax analyzer, as presented in the slides of the course.

Exercise 3
Implement the cloud provider.

Exercise 4
Implement the CDE as an event driven applications that accepts deployment requests and notifications from
agents. Use a generator for producing the list of events that must be triggered at each time.
Perform a simulation of the example in the introduction, assuming that the handlers have a random time
duration and print the list the events triggered in a sample run.

Exercise 5
Extend the CDE so that if given a new description, will perform the necessary actions to reach the required state.
For example, if the number of units is increased, it will create the additional units and create the additional
relations among the new agents. If units decrease, the extra ones should be terminated.
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Exercise 6
Explain the notion of lexical closure and list some programming languages that support them. Explain the
relations between lexical closures and C# delegates and methods in Java inner classes. Provide an example of a
realistic use of a closure in JavaScript in an AJAX application.
.
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